Monday 10th of July 2017
CQLX Gracemere
Commencing at 10am
51 Senepol Australia Registered Bulls

LOT 7

Savage, Barker & Backhouse
Rockhampton
PH: 07 4927 1677
senepolbulls.com

LOT 19

Tropical Invitational
SENEPOL SALE
10am Monday 10/07/2017
CQLX Gracemere
Namoona Trig Senepols Col, Janelle & Blair Godfrey Ph 0427 524 755
Wiangaree Park Senepols
Silverleigh Senepols

Kurt & Liz Baumgart

Gary & Leanne Porter

Ph 0417 301 329
Ph 0411 035 420

Due to outside pressures beyond our control the 3rd Annual Tropical Invitational Senepol Sale
has moved from Emerald over to Gracemere & we have teamed up with Savage, Barker and
Backhouse as selling Agents.
We still remain committed to our Emerald clients and will be providing free transport of purchased
bulls to the Emerald Saleyards and subsidised transport ($100 per bull) to Roma & Charters Towers.
The Senepol is a polled Tropical Bos Taurus breed of cattle that combines the adaptation of the
Tropical Breeds with the temperament & carcass qualities of the British Breeds. Add these qualities
to a cross breeding commercial operation & significant hybrid vigour is thrown into the equation.
All Bulls presented will be fertility tested & guaranteed & will be provided with scan data. The bulls
will also have been injected with a raft of vaccines, these include 3 Germ, 3 Day, Vibrio, 7 in 1, Pesti
& Botulinum. The majority of the draft are coastally bred bulls and will thrive almost anywhere!
The bulls will be available for inspection at CQLX Gracemere from Wednesday the 5th of July minus
a few that will be on display at Ag Grow Emerald. Contact the agents to arrange an inspection.
Auctions plus will be live streaming the sale.
Savage, Barker & Backhouse Rockhampton.
Neville Messer

PH: 0438 271 677

Josh Heck

PH: 0409 732 676

Bill Beck

PH: 0417 762 438

Please contact the selling agents or the vendors if you have any enquires. There will be 51 bulls
selling on the day catering for the needs of both the small & large operators. Photos and further
information will be posted on the website as it becomes available.

www.senepolbulls.com
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Namoona Trig Senepols

(Lots 1 – 24)

Namoona Trig Senepols is located in a sub coastal environment near Casino in the Northern Rivers of NSW. As such our cattle
are subject to a coastal climate with plenty of fly and subsequently perform almost anywhere you wish to take them. The stud
commenced in 2006 following the purchase of quality cattle at the AACo Dispersal Sale. Since then over 200 head of purebred,
Senepol Australia registered cattle have been purchased, this has provided us with the opportunity to have a wide selection
base, this enables us to vary our bloodlines and select the quiet, meaty, growthy, adapted cattle that we're achieving.
Namoona Trig will be offering 24 purebred registered stud bulls mainly sired by our homebred sires. These sires include Nocona
2, Jason Alexander(1114 kg, purchased by Semex for $15,000), Charles Barkley, Nathan Sharpe and 2 by Big Del. We've found
over the years that we've had far greater success with the use of home bred bulls compared with outside sires. There are a
number of stud sire prospects in the draft. The select bulls reserved for this years sale are between 17 & 25 months of age.
These bulls will thrive almost anywhere and will sire calves that you'll be proud of.
These bulls have been prepared on Riverina pellets in a rocky Rhodes Grass hill paddock; as such they have very good feet and
are very athletic. They aren't as well grown as they could be, as there only supplementation was at weaning and at preparation
for sale, for the rest of their lives they've basically fed on Rhodes Grass. This makes them slightly less of a spectacle however this
upbringing should ensure a long, sound working life. Since 2011 we've been selling bulls into Central Queensland & beyond, this
includes numerous repeat buyers, these bulls have sold to $10,500 at auction.
Namoona Trig has the largest number of purebred, Senepol Australia registered cattle of anybody in Australia!

Silverleigh Senepols

(Lots 25 – 28)

Wiangaree Park Senepols

(Lots 29 – 51)

Silverleigh Senepols began cautiously with Senepols with the use of AI over stud Murray Greys in 2002. We soon found the
calves were exactly what we were told we would get. They were small, easy born, but very lively calves. They were slick coated
in the first cross and exhibited significant hybrid vigour and their temperament was outstanding. Our cows are graded up from
Red and Black Angus, Murray Grey & Charolais. We also purchased purebred embryos from 5 STAR. As a result our cow families
are somewhat unique and offer perhaps a touch of outcross to other bloodlines. Coming from such quality base cows we feel
they can offer the breed something. We have deliberately selected a more British looking animal to target the more British
oriented south Queensland market but also the demand for flat backs in more tropical areas further north. Our cattle have
handled some severe dry weather and feed shortages and visitors and neighbours are always commenting on their good
condition. Bull buyers have reported favourably on their performance in tick areas and many are becoming repeat buyers. Heat
in the summer doesn’t bother them but neither does a cold Darling Downs winter. Their slick coats always stand out through the
winter. Silverleigh has been selling at Emerald since 2011 and our bulls have always been among the top sellers.

The Wiangaree Park Stud is located some 20kms North of the town of Kyogle at the base of the Border Ranges in the Northern
Rivers of NSW. Our Coastal country varies from creek flats to undulating hills with some steep unimproved Forest country. It has
been a varied season with extended dry periods and then floods. Our herd has stood up well, and we are very pleased with this
years weaners.
We continue to focus on using the best genetics to be found within the breed to accelerate the rate of herd improvement
through superior genetics. The traits that we are selecting for are temperament, a slick coat and good skin type, length with
good frame and muscle. It has taken time but these traits are well represented in this year’s draft.
Last year we purchased 6 of John Brandon’s best cows from Boomerang Park Senepols to join our flushing program as donors.
Amongst the cows purchased, were Benchmark Sheeba, arguably the best Senepol cow to be shown, and several of her
daughters and a grand daughter. These are not only elite cows but offer outcross genetics to most other Stud Stock producers.
We have a number of ET calves on the ground by Sheeba that look the goods and more on the way. This is the part of the Stud
Stock business that I really enjoy!

Wiangaree Park “Sunrise “ continues to be a standout Sire, stamping his calves with a slick coat, exceptional length, good frame
and muscle and the highest average growth rate of any Sires used. We have a number of other Home breed Sires in use being
Wiangaree Park “Millennium”, an Alcoota son. He has exceptional thickness, there are a number of good yearling bulls by him,
which will be in next years sale and he has 2 daughters in this years Nudgee show team. Wiangaree Park J101 ET, (2 of his
brothers sold in our 2015 Emerald sale for $9,500 and $7,500 respectively) has 40 calves on the ground and was the pick of the J
calves. He is a large framed bull and we have used him over both cows and heifers producing long sappy calves. A full flush
brother Lot 29 is in this year’s sale. We are also using Wiangaree Park “Linc” a “Sunrise” son, who has great length and thickness
and is currently running with a mob of heifers, after returning from Show duties with the Nudgee team.
We are seeing the benefits of our ET program and continue to invest in the best Senepol genetics to accelerate our genetic gain.
We believe that by using our Bulls you can reap the benefits of our genetic program within your own herd.
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Namoona Trig
Senepols
Lots 1 - 24
Lot: 1

Sire

Animal

GODL50020

DOB:

20/05/2015

Age:

25

Months

1105199 PRR 978H (ET) (US)
ASH080085 COBRABALD NAPOLEON 8085 (AI) (ET)
1072428 COW NEONLITES 025E (US)

GODL50020 NAMOONA L20 (TW)

Dam

5ST040440 FIVE STAR GUS
5ST070707 FIVE STAR 07-707
5ST020820 FIVE STAR 20820 (AI) (ET)

Opening the sale we have GODL50020. He is the oldest bull in the draft at 25 months on sale day. He is a
more compact type bull that is extremely easy doing. Excellent temperament with that cherry red colour that
people love.

$
Lot: 2

Sire

Animal

GODL50087

DOB:

31/05/2015

Age:

25

Months

5ST050455 FIVE STAR TITAN (ET)
5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
HAZ04-50 BENCHMARK ESTELLE (AI) (ET)

GODL50087 NAMOONA LEYBURN

Dam

BPSW408 BRINDLEY PARK SALUBRIOUS W408 (ET)
5ST040493 FIVE STAR 040493
5ST020805 FIVE STAR 20805 (AI) (ET)

Leyburn is a bull that came to us as a calf at foot when we purchased the Pinnacle Pocket herd. He isn't the
most framey bull but boy he has some muscle. Early maturing type ready to get to work.

$
3
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Lot: 3

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50024

DOB:

19/06/2015

Age:

24

Months

ECCB64 BILLABONG B64 (AI) (ET) (AI) (ET)
GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2
CBN04068 CARIBBEAN 04068 (AI) (ET)

GODL50024 NAMOONA LUKE BROOKS

Dam:

1074575 WJ WIZARD (US)
CBN05306 CARIBBEAN 05306 (AI) (ET)
1112333 WC8404M (US)

Luke Brooks is out of a well performed Wizard daughter she has been an excellent breeder. His sire Nocona 2
is a bull that just keeps delivering for us year in year out providing excellent muscle & good growth. He had
some 3 day sickness earlier in the year & lost his tail hair to dogs but he's here today ready to go out and work

$
Lot: 4

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50027

DOB:

28/06/2015

Age:

24

Months

AACSE3N15 AACO SE3N15 (ET)
GODG10016 NAMOONA JASON ALEXANDER
GOD08005 NAMOONA TRIG GRAPES

GODL50027 NAMOONA L27

Dam:

ECCE0270 EAGLEHAWK NOCONA
GODG10065 NAMOONA LUTETIUM
CBN05141 CARIBBEAN 05141 (AI) (ET)

L27 is a son of "Jason Alexander" who sold for $15000 to Semex at beef 2012. Although L27 may never reach
the 1114kg mark set by his sire he is going to be a big boy. He's a later maturing type who still has plenty of
growing to do.

$
Lot: 5

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50033

DOB:

19/07/2015

Age:

23

Months

ECCB64 BILLABONG B64 (AI) (ET) (AI) (ET)
GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2
CBN04068 CARIBBEAN 04068 (AI) (ET)

GODL50033 NAMOONA L33

Dam:

5ST050455 FIVE STAR TITAN (ET)
5ST080899 FIVE STAR 08-899
5ST050402 FIVE STAR ZENA (AI) (ET)

L33 is the second of Nocona 2 sons in the Namoona Trig draft. He is a powerful bull with muscle to spare. He
will put some beef on your Bos-Indicus cow's frames.

$
4
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Lot: 6

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50036

DOB:

26/07/2015

Age:

23

Months

1107555 HBC 754A 21K (US)
GODG10064 NAMOONA NATHAN SHARPE (AI)
GOD08014 NAMOONA TRIG HELIUM

GODL50036 NAMOONA LUKE PATTEN

Dam:

1100941 WC719H (ET) (US)
GOD09010 NAMOONA TRIG CARBON (AI)
CBNB207 CARIBBEAN B207 (ET)

Luke Patten is the first "Nathan Sharpe" son on offer here today. His maternal half brother was sold here last
year after having a run in our stud herd. Luke is an excellent calf who will not dissapoint.

$
Lot: 7

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50038

DOB:

30/07/2015

Age:

23

Months

ECCB64 BILLABONG B64 (AI) (ET) (AI) (ET)
GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2
CBN04068 CARIBBEAN 04068 (AI) (ET)

GODL50038 NAMOONA LIL JOHN

Dam:

5ST050455 FIVE STAR TITAN (ET)
5ST080814 FIVE STAR 08-814
5ST020819 FIVE STAR 20819 (AI) (ET)

Lil John is the final Nocona 2 son on offer here today, Don’t miss the opportunity to snap up one of these
powerful Senepol bulls. He has had full brothers sold up here in previous years and we have had excellent
feedback on their progeny. A fine example of a Senepol bull he would be a positive addition to any operation.

$
Lot: 8

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50039

DOB:

30/07/2015

Age:

23

Months

AACSE3N15 AACO SE3N15 (ET)
GODG10016 NAMOONA JASON ALEXANDER
GOD08005 NAMOONA TRIG GRAPES

GODL50039 NAMOONA L39

Dam:

1060890 CN5480 HERCULES (US)
ECC06B19 EAGLEHAWK CN5662 B19 (AI) (ET)
CBNY31 CARIBBEAN Y31 (AI) (ET)

Another fine example of a Jason Alexander son. These bulls have plenty of guts and because of that have
plenty of capacity to carry weight and you'll be seeing $$ signs when you turn their progeny in at the sale.

$
5
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Lot: 9

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50077

DOB:

03/08/2015

Age:

23

Months

1100941 WC719H (ET) (US)
SPK08118 PINNACLE POCKET BUSTER (AI)
CBN04025 CARIBBEAN 04025 (ET)

GODL50077 NAMOONA LAWRENCE

Dam:

5ST050577 FIVE STAR 050577 (AI) (ET)
SPK08089 PINNACLE POCKET BENADETTE
AACSE5Q032 AACO SE5Q032

Length! This bloke has plenty of it. Another bull that arrived as a calf at foot in the Pinnacle Pocket herd. He is
that dark cherry red that people seem to love! Good set of nuts and an absolutey bombproof temperament,
don’t miss him folks.

$
Lot: 10

Sire:

GODL50045

DOB:

16/08/2015

Age:

22

Months

1107555 HBC 754A 21K (US)
GODG10064 NAMOONA NATHAN SHARPE (AI)
GOD08014 NAMOONA TRIG HELIUM

Animal:

GODL50045 NAMOONA L45

Dam:

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
GOD08012 NAMOONA TRIG HYDROGEN
AACSE6R089 AACO SE6R089 (ET)

Frame! Length! Muscle! L45 has it all. By Nathan Sharpe out of Hydrogen he was always going to be a
success. His dam has been an excellent producer for us and the proof is in the pudding this growthy bull will do
nothing but impress.

$
Lot: 11

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50061

DOB:

09/09/2015

Age:

22

Months

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704

GODL50061 NAMOONA LENNY KRAVITZ

Dam:

AACSE3N15 AACO SE3N15 (ET)
GODF00014 NAMOONA GERMANIUM
CBNB217 CARIBBEAN B217 (ET)

Lenny is the first Charles Barkley son on offer today. Charles has been an excellent producer for us throwing
carcasey calves with plenty of growth. Lenny is a fine example.

$
6
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Lot: 12

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50093

DOB:

10/09/2015

Age:

22

Months

1078124 AMI 635E FLOR DE MAYO (ET) (US)
LYN07045 LYNFIELD COMMISSIONER (AI)
CBNY22 CARIBBEAN Y22 (ET)

GODL50093 NAMOONA LEYBURN 1ST

Dam:

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
LYNF01029 LYNFIELD DEE
AACSE6R017 AACO SE6R017 (AI) (ET)

Leyburn 1st is another bull that came to us as a calf at foot. By the evergreen Commisioner who was still
producing calves when cashed in at 9 years old. Commissioner was a large frame easy doing bull and I don’t
expect his sons to be any different.

$
Lot: 13

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50064

DOB:

15/09/2015

Age:

21

Months

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704

GODL50064 NAMOONA LAURIE DALEY

Dam:

AACSE4P010 AACO SE4P010 (ET)
GODG10010 NAMOONA JOY
5ST080802 FIVE STAR 08-802

Laurie Daley is another excellent bull typical of the Charles Barkley progeny. Muscle and frame to boot. He may
not be able to coach a team to an origin win but he will produce you plenty of winners.

$
Lot: 14

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50069

DOB:

22/09/2015

Age:

21

Months

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704

GODL50069 NAMOONA LANCELIN

Dam:

ECCE0270 EAGLEHAWK NOCONA
GODG10067 NAMOONA PROTACTINIUM
AACSE4P079 AACO SE4P079 (ET)

Lancelin is another typical Charles Barkley son. Don't miss a chance to take one of these bulls home with you I
guarantee you will be back for more.

$
7
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Lot: 15

Sire:

GODL50072

DOB:

26/09/2015

Age:

21

Months

1107555 HBC 754A 21K (US)
GODG10064 NAMOONA NATHAN SHARPE (AI)
GOD08014 NAMOONA TRIG HELIUM

Animal:

GODL50072 NAMOONA LATROBE

Dam:

1060890 CN5480 HERCULES (US)
HAZ06-315 BENCHMARK 06-315 (ET)
1113662 PRR 4010N (US)

La Trobe is the last Nathan Sharpe son on offer this year. His dams progeny have sold well at previous sales.
La Trobe still has a lot of growing to do will finish up being a large framed bull.

$
Lot: 16

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50107

DOB:

08/12/2015

Age:

19

Months

1078124 AMI 635E FLOR DE MAYO (ET) (US)
LYN07045 LYNFIELD COMMISSIONER (AI)
CBNY22 CARIBBEAN Y22 (ET)

GODL50107 NAMOONA L107

Dam:

BPSW408 BRINDLEY PARK SALUBRIOUS W408 (ET)
5ST040493 FIVE STAR 040493
5ST020805 FIVE STAR 20805 (AI) (ET)

L107 is another Commisioner son. Only a baby at 19 months. You won't recognise him in 12 months time
when he's finsihed growing.

$
Lot: 17

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50115

DOB:

21/12/2015

Age:

18

Months

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704

GODL50115 NAMOONA L115

Dam:

1064019 WC754A (US)
CBNB186 CARIBBEAN B186 (ET)
1111325 WC8352L (US)

Another powerful Charles Barkley son. Plenty of frame and plenty of meat. Look at the depth in him! Plenty of
growing ahead of him.

$
8
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Lot: 18

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50122

DOB:

25/12/2015

Age:

18

Months

GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
GODH20055 NAMOONA BIG DEL H20055
HAZ02-004 BENCHMARK 02-004 (AI) (ET)

GODL50122 NAMOONA L122

Dam:

1100008 KF 140G KING ALPHA (US)
CBN04103 CARIBBEAN 04103 (ET)
1112111 CARRIBEAN 8004H (US)

L122 is a smooth son of Big Del H2055. Plenty of frame and sporting the shiny slick coat that Senepols are
known for.

$
Lot: 19

Sire:

Animal:

GODL50123

DOB:

27/12/2015

Age:

18

Months

GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
GODH20074 NAMOONA BIG DEL H20074
CBN04158 CARIBBEAN 04158 (ET)

GODL50123 NAMOONA L123

Dam:

1074575 WJ WIZARD (US)
ECCA208 EAGLEHAWK MARIA A208 (AI) (ET)
CBNY08 CARIBBEAN Y08

The first of only two Big Del H20074 sons. He is super slick, has loads of depth and an absolutely bombproof
temperament. Will put a good body on his calves and from our experience the Senepols temperament throws
on. You won't be risking your life getting in the yards with the progeny of these bulls.

$
Lot: 20

Sire:

Animal:

GODM60004

DOB:

09/01/2016

Age:

18

Months

1078124 AMI 635E FLOR DE MAYO (ET) (US)
LYN07045 LYNFIELD COMMISSIONER (AI)
CBNY22 CARIBBEAN Y22 (ET)

GODM60004 NAMOONA M4

Dam:

5ST070820 FIVE STAR 07-820 (AI)
SPKF0192 PINNACLE POCKET DAME EDNA
CBN04025 CARIBBEAN 04025 (ET)

Another young Commisioner son. Polled, Placid, and prepared to go out and work for you. Another youngster
with growing to do.

$
9
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Lot: 21

Sire:

Animal:

GODM60015

DOB:

16/01/2016

Age:

17

Months

1078124 AMI 635E FLOR DE MAYO (ET) (US)
LYN07045 LYNFIELD COMMISSIONER (AI)
CBNY22 CARIBBEAN Y22 (ET)

GODM60015 NAMOONA M15

Dam:

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
LYNF01071 LYNFIELD DULCY
5ST040493 FIVE STAR 040493

Another Commisioner son equal to the youngest in the sale. Coastaly grown and will thrive anywhere!

$
Lot: 22

Sire:

Animal:

GODM60013

DOB:

16/01/2016

Age:

17

Months

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704

GODM60013 NAMOONA M13

Dam:

1077199 D77 RUSTY (US)
CBN05143 CARIBBEAN 05143 (AI) (ET)
1082376 FELG6 (US)

The last Charles Barkley son in todays sale. Out of a well performed Rusty cow. She has produced excellently
for us and has certainly left her mark on ou herd. A framey bull with some filling out to do. He won't disappoint.

$
Lot: 23

Sire:

Animal:

GODM60012

DOB:

16/01/2016

Age:

17

GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
GODH20055 NAMOONA BIG DEL H20055
HAZ02-004 BENCHMARK 02-004 (AI) (ET)

GODM60012 NAMOONA M12

Dam:

1060890 CN5480 HERCULES (US)
AACSE6R089 AACO SE6R089 (ET)
AACSE1L30 AACO SE1L30 (ET)

The final Big Del H2055 son for sale today. Growthy calf who will not disappoint.

$
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Lot: 24

Sire:

Animal:

GODM60007

DOB:

03/02/2016

Age:

17

Months

GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
GODH20074 NAMOONA BIG DEL H20074
CBN04158 CARIBBEAN 04158 (ET)

GODM60007 NAMOONA M7

Dam:

GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2
GODH20057 NAMOONA JOY H20057
5ST080829 FIVE STAR 080829 (AI) (ET)

Rounding out the Namoona Trig draft today we have M7 he is also the youngest bull in the draft. A real
carcasey bull with plenty of good smooth muscle. Will never be the largest framed bull but Alfie Langer wasn't
tall either and look what he achieved.

$

Silverleigh
Senepols
Lots 25 - 28
Lot: 25

Sire:

Animal:

GLP50007

DOB:

14/06/2015

Age:

24

Months

1006278 AC761 (US)
5ST060251 FIVE STAR WEATHERMAN
1109317 CN250L (US)

GLPL50007 SILVERLEIGH EL NINO

Dam:

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
5ST070740 FIVE STAR 070740 (AI) (ET)
5ST040406 FIVE STAR OLIVIA (AI) (ET)

You will want this El Nino in your paddock . He showed tremendous early growth from a low birthweight and
is a moderate framed, very well muscled type. Used lightly. His dam is by the highly performed 5 star
Brandon from a full sister to the very well performed Valinor Da Vinci and his sire by the remarkable Sire
AC761.

$
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Lot: 26

Sire:

Animal:

GLP50011

DOB:

10/07/2015

Age:

24

Months

1064019 WC754A (US)
1114539 SCR 3051N (US)
1103896 SHR GY82 (US)

GLPL50011 SILVERLEIGH LIBERTY (AI)

Dam:

BOMC01 BOOMERANG PARK COVERDRIVE
GLPG10008 SILVERLEIGH COVER GIRL
GLPE9 SILVERLEIGH GOLDEN GIRL

Liberty is a big framed growthy type by the well performed SCR3051N. His dam was junior champion heifer
Beef 2012 and is highly fertile cow who produces a top class bull calf every year. Lightly used.

$
Lot: 27

Sire:

Animal:

GLPL50012

DOB:

12/10/2015

Age:

20

Months

5ST040958 FIVE STAR ARNOLD (ET)
5ST070123 FIVE STAR SOLOMON
5ST023291 FIVE STAR 3291 (AI) (ET)

GLPL50012 SILVERLEIGH LATINO

Dam:

1060890 CN5480 HERCULES (US)
GLPZ4 SILVERLEIGH ROYAL BLUE (ET)
SAIL32 SILVERLEIGH ENCHANTESS

Latino is very well muscled younger 7/8 bull 1/8 Canadian red angus. If you want inbuilt soundness look this
fellow over. His dam and sire were both structurally perfectly sound and fertile into their teens. Solomon was
perhaps the best muscled Senepol sire I have ever seen and Royal Blue was the matriarch of most of our
cows.

$
Lot: 28

Sire:

Animal:

GLPL50015

DOB:

08/11/2015

Age:

20

Months

5ST040958 FIVE STAR ARNOLD (ET)
5ST070123 FIVE STAR SOLOMON
5ST023291 FIVE STAR 3291 (AI) (ET)

GLPL50015 SILVERLEIGH LANCER

Dam:

BOMC01 BOOMERANG PARK COVERDRIVE
GLPG10114 SILVERLEIGH BLUEBIRD
GLPC13 SILVERLEIGH STRIKING BLUE (AI) (ET)

Lancer is younger bull with excellent structure and muscling. By the outstanding muscle sire, Solomon,
from an excellent cow by the ultra low birthweight sire Cover Drive. Suit heifers.

$
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Wiangaree Park
Senepols
Lots 29 - 51
Lot: 29

BAUL50002

Sire:

1105199 PRR 978H (ET) (US)
1111050 PRR2110L (US)

DOB:

30/04/2015

Age:

26

Months

1076484 CRSC 69E (ET) (US)

Animal:

BAUL50002 WIANGAREE PARK L0002 (ET)

Dam:

1100008 KF 140G KING ALPHA (US)
AACSE4P032 AACO SE4P032 (ET)
AACSE1L39 AACO SE1L39 (ET)

A bull calf that was part of last years Nudgee College show team. He is an ET calf by imported Sire PRR2110L
from one of our best donor cows; a full flush brother sold for the top price of $9,500 to 5 Star Senepols in our
2015 Emerald sale. We have also retained a full flush brother from a previous flush for in stud use and are very
pleased with his calves. This fellow sustained a jaw injury whilst at Nudgee, however he has been Vet checked
and there are no long term effects. He is fully guaranteed and a definite Stud Sire prospect

$
Lot: 30

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50012

DOB:

25/04/2015

Age:

26

5ST10001 FIVE STAR TERRICK 1 (AI) (ET)
GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
HAZ06-313 BENCHMARK 06-313 (AI) (ET)

BAUL50012 WIANGAREE PARK L0012

Dam:

ECCB0094 EAGLEHAWK ATLANTA (AI) (ET)
CARF00098 CARLOWRIE PARK F98
ECC06B14 EAGLEHAWK NORMETTE B14 (AI) (ET)

An impressive “Big Del” son displays exceptional length and very good muscle.

$
13

Months

Lot 22

Lot 18
14

Lot 1

Lot 13
15
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Lot: 31

BAUL50013

Sire:

1006278 AC761 (US)
5ST060251 FIVE STAR WEATHERMAN
1109317 CN250L (US)

Animal:

DOB:

06/06/2015

Age:

25

Months

BAUL50013 WIANGAREE PARK L0013

Dam:

PHAC65 PHA BRAVO (ET)
CARE026 CARLOWRIE PARK GOLD
AACSE2M30 AACO SE2M30 (ET)

The first of the 5 Star “Weatherman” sons. We purchased a number of cows in calf from the Carlowrie Stud
Dispersal, and this fellow is a good all round type

$
Lot: 32

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50020

DOB:

01/06/2015

Age:

25

Months

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
BAUH20001 WIANGAREE PARK SUNRISE
AACSE6R034 AACO SE6R034 (ET)

BAUL50020 WIANGAREE PARK L0020

Dam:

ECCB64 BILLABONG B64 (AI) (ET) (AI) (ET)
GODF00041 NAMOONA TECHNETIUM
CBN04103 CARIBBEAN 04103 (ET)

A Wiangaree Park “Sunrise” son. We have found that Sunrise’s progeny tick all the boxes and L20 is no
exception. On average his sons have the best growth rate of all Sires used and they display excellent length,
good frame, muscle, and skin and hair type.

$
Lot: 33

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50026

DOB:

14/06/2015

Age:

24

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
BAUH20001 WIANGAREE PARK SUNRISE
AACSE6R034 AACO SE6R034 (ET)

BAUL50026 WIANGAREE PARK L0026

Dam:

1079233 NOCONA (US)
ECCB89 ECC CLARISSA B89 (AI) (ET)
CBNY16 CARIBBEAN Y16

Another “Sunrise” son, very similar to previous Lot.

$
16

Months
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Lot: 34

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50028

DOB:

02/07/2015

Age:

24

Months

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
BAUH20001 WIANGAREE PARK SUNRISE
AACSE6R034 AACO SE6R034 (ET)

BAUL50028 WIANGAREE PARK L0028

Dam:

ECC05A058 EAGLEHAWK TYPHOON A058 (ET)
ECCC289 EAGLEHAWK NORMETTE C289
CBNY45 CARIBBEAN Y45 (AI) (ET)

Another “Sunrise” son, very similar to previous 2 Lots.

$
Lot: 35

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50031

DOB:

10/07/2015

Age:

24

Months

5ST10001 FIVE STAR TERRICK 1 (AI) (ET)
GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
HAZ06-313 BENCHMARK 06-313 (AI) (ET)

BAUL50031 WIANGAREE PARK L0031

Dam:

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
GODG10035 NAMOONA PROMETHIUM
5ST080899 FIVE STAR 08-899

A “Big Del “son, displays all of the positive attributes of his Sire, good all rounder.

$
Lot: 36

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50033

DOB:

18/07/2015

Age:

23

5ST10001 FIVE STAR TERRICK 1 (AI) (ET)
GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
HAZ06-313 BENCHMARK 06-313 (AI) (ET)

BAUL50033 WIANGAREE PARK L0033

Dam:

5ST060536 FIVE STAR LONGFELLOW (AI) (ET)
IPMF00361 ANTIGUA FRONTERIA
5ST060531 FIVE STAR 060531 (ET)

A “Big Del “son, out of a very good cow. He was a standout calf and this continues to show through.

$
17

Months
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BAUL50034

Lot: 37

Sire:

Animal:

DOB:

19/07/2015

Age:

23

Months

5ST10001 FIVE STAR TERRICK 1 (AI) (ET)
GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
HAZ06-313 BENCHMARK 06-313 (AI) (ET)

BAUL50034 WIANGAREE PARK L0034

Dam:

AACSE3N15 AACO SE3N15 (ET)
GODG00019 NAMOONA CESIUM
CBN04103 CARIBBEAN 04103 (ET)

A “Big Del” son similar to previous 2 lots.

$
Lot: 38

BAUL50039

Sire:

1006278 AC761 (US)
5ST060251 FIVE STAR WEATHERMAN
1109317 CN250L (US)

Animal:

DOB:

20/07/2015

Age:

23

Months

BAUL50039 WIANGAREE PARK L0039

Dam:

1064154 WC 850 (US)
HAZ05-84 BENCHMARK 05-84 (AI) (ET)
1103902 SHR GY31 (US)

A “Weatherman” son, who has grown out well.

$
Lot: 39

BAUL50042

Sire:

1006278 AC761 (US)
5ST060251 FIVE STAR WEATHERMAN
1109317 CN250L (US)

Animal:

DOB:

25/07/2015

Age:

23

Months

BAUL50042 WIANGAREE PARK L0042

Dam:

1060890 CN5480 HERCULES (US)
5ST070754 FIVE STAR 07-754 (AI) (ET)
5ST020813 FIVE STAR 20813 (AI) (ET)

A “Weatherman” son out of a Hercules cow, (renowned for muscle), and this has come through in this fellow.

$
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Lot: 40

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50045

DOB:

20/07/2015

Age:

23

Months

1105199 PRR 978H (ET) (US)
ASH080085 COBRABALD NAPOLEON 8085 (AI) (ET)
1072428 COW NEONLITES 025E (US)

BAUL50045 WIANGAREE PARK L0045

Dam:

CARB534 CARLOWRIE PARK B534

The only “Napoleon” Son in the draft out of a Senegus cow making him ¾ Senepol, ¼ Red Angus. The best of
both worlds all of the positive attributes of the Senepol Breed with a touch of additional thickness. Very good
growth in this fellow. Registered as an A grade.

$
Lot: 41

BAUL50046

Sire:

1006278 AC761 (US)
5ST060251 FIVE STAR WEATHERMAN
1109317 CN250L (US)

Animal:

DOB:

15/07/2015

Age:

23

Months

BAUL50046 WIANGAREE PARK L0046

Dam:

1079233 NOCONA (US)
ECCB86 ECC SALSA B86 (AI) (ET)
CBNY52 CARIBBEAN Y52 (AI) (ET)

A ‘Weatherman” son out of a full flush sister to Eaglehawk B64 who has been an influential Sire in the Senepol
breed. He displays good length, thickness and growth. I suspect he would breed very good replacement
heifers.

$
Lot: 42

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50047

DOB:

20/09/2015

Age:

21

Months

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
BAUH20001 WIANGAREE PARK SUNRISE
AACSE6R034 AACO SE6R034 (ET)

BAUL50047 WIANGAREE PARK L0047

Dam:

IPM06011 ANTIGUA SAN JUAN
IPMG10411 ANTIGUA GUAYAS
IPM08107 ANTIGUA DELORES

A particularly good “Sunrise” son out of a very handy cow. He just missed the cut for this years show team. A
real herd improver.

$
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Lot: 43

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50051

DOB:

30/09/2015

Age:

21

Months

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
BAUH20001 WIANGAREE PARK SUNRISE
AACSE6R034 AACO SE6R034 (ET)

BAUL50051 WIANGAREE PARK L0051

Dam:

ECCC0070 EAGLEHAWK 840 ET (AI)
CARE440 CARLOWRIE PARK E440
ECCC302 EAGLEHAWK PEACHES C302

Another eye catching “Sunrise” son out of a moderate framed cow. He displays extra depth and thickness and
had the second highest yearling growth rate.

$
Lot: 44

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50054

DOB:

06/10/2015

Age:

21

Months

1064154 WC 850 (US)
ECC05A047 EAGLEHAWK SHADOW BOXER (ET)
1105169 TT CASI'S SHADOW 6J (US)

BAUL50054 WIANGAREE PARK L0054 (ET)

Dam:

1114539 SCR 3051N (US)
LYND8080 LYNFIELD ADA (AI) (ET)
5ST060549 FIVE STAR SALINA

The first of 3 ET, Eaglehawk “Shadow Boxer” sons, out of one of our Elite Donor cows. They all have good skin
and hair type, and display extra depth and thickness in an outcross genetic package. They demonstrate above
average growth. A full flush brother is in this years Nudgee show team.

$
Lot: 45

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50055

DOB:

09/10/2015

Age:

21

1064154 WC 850 (US)
ECC05A047 EAGLEHAWK SHADOW BOXER (ET)
1105169 TT CASI'S SHADOW 6J (US)

BAUL50055 WIANGAREE PARK L0055 (ET)

Dam:

1114539 SCR 3051N (US)
LYND8080 LYNFIELD ADA (AI) (ET)
5ST060549 FIVE STAR SALINA

As per previous lot.

$
20

Months
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BAUL50057

Lot: 46

Sire:

Animal:

DOB:

15/10/2015

Age:

20

Months

1064154 WC 850 (US)
ECC05A047 EAGLEHAWK SHADOW BOXER (ET)
1105169 TT CASI'S SHADOW 6J (US)

BAUL50057 WIANGAREE PARK L0057 (ET)

Dam:

1114539 SCR 3051N (US)
LYND8080 LYNFIELD ADA (AI) (ET)
5ST060549 FIVE STAR SALINA

As per previous 2 lots, with eye catching muscle expression.

$

BAUL50069

Lot: 47

Sire:

Animal:

DOB:

21/11/2015

Age:

19

Months

1100898 CN6614H (US)
BAUH20018 WIANGAREE PARK FIMISTON (AI)
HAZ05-12 BENCHMARK 05-12

BAUL50069 WIANGAREE PARK L0069

Dam:

BAUG15102

The only Wiangaree Park “Fimiston” son in this year’s draft. He is the oldest “Fimiston” calf we have and will
have several in next year’s sale. He is out of a Senelais cow making him ¾ Senepol, ¼ Charolais in a red coat.
He is eye catching displays very good depth, thickness, muscle and high growth. Registered as an A grade.

$
Lot: 48

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50079

DOB:

25/11/2015

Age:

19

Months

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
BAUH20001 WIANGAREE PARK SUNRISE
AACSE6R034 AACO SE6R034 (ET)

BAUL50079 WIANGAREE PARK L0079

Dam:

ECCB64 BILLABONG B64 (AI) (ET) (AI) (ET)
CARE366 CARLOWRIE PARK E366
ECCB58 ECC JEZEBEL B58 (AI) (ET)

A young “Sunrise” son possibly the pick of the draft. He had the highest yearling growth rate. His dam is a B64
daughter and calved as a 2 year old and has rebreed in under 365 days to have had 6 calves in 6 years. He a
Stud Sire prospect.

$
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Lot: 49

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50080

DOB:

26/11/2015

Age:

19

Months

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
BAUH20001 WIANGAREE PARK SUNRISE
AACSE6R034 AACO SE6R034 (ET)

BAUL50080 WIANGAREE PARK L0080

Dam:

GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
BAUH20007 WIANGAREE PARK H07
5ST070853 FIVE STAR 070853 (AI) (ET)

A “Sunrise” out of a “Big Del” first calf heifer. We see the best of both sires in him.

$
Lot: 50

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50081

DOB:

23/12/2015

Age:

18

Months

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
BAUH20001 WIANGAREE PARK SUNRISE
AACSE6R034 AACO SE6R034 (ET)

BAUL50081 WIANGAREE PARK L0081

Dam:

GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
BAUH20014 WIANGAREE PARK H14
CBNB207 CARIBBEAN B207 (ET)

A “Sunrise” out of a “Big Del” first calf heifer. We see the best of both sires in him.

$
Lot: 51

Sire:

Animal:

BAUL50092

DOB:

27/12/2015

Age:

18

5ST10001 FIVE STAR TERRICK 1 (AI) (ET)
GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
HAZ06-313 BENCHMARK 06-313 (AI) (ET)

BAUL50092 WIANGAREE PARK L0092

Dam:

PHAC65 PHA BRAVO (ET)
CARF00050 CARLOWRIE PARK F50
5ST070762 FIVE STAR 07-762

The youngest fellow in the Draft by “Big Del”, a good all rounder.

$
22

Months

LIVESTOCK AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
CHAPTER ONE - PRELIMINARY
1.

(a)

A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock
for sale by auction.

(b)

An agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound by these terms and
conditions by conducting an auction sale.

(c)

A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction.

(d)

subclause does not apply if the agent makes an announcement to that
effect prior to sale.
19.

(a)

Competition and Consumer Act (Cth) 2010
(b)

It is unlawful for parties that are, or otherwise would be, in competition
with each other to make, or give effect to, a contract, arrangement or
understanding that contains a provision relating to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

price-fixing; or
restricting outputs in the production and supply chain; or
allocating customers, suppliers or territories; or
bid-rigging; or
collusive bidding.

(a)

(b)

3.

In these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor
respectively includes the servants, contractors and agents of each of
them. The auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor shall be wholly
responsible for the acts and omissions of their respective servants,
contractors and agents. The term “auctioneer” includes, so far as the
law and context permits, the vendor’s agent.
When used in these terms the expressions “companion animals”
means all animals originating from the same property on a particular
day. Where lots are split and sent to multiple establishments, then all
of these animals shall be regarded as companions.

The following applies in interpreting these terms and conditions:
(a)

The following words have the following meanings:
Fees means all levies, charges, fees, costs and other expenses incurred
or relating to these terms and conditions and the sale and purchase of
livestock including, without limitation, transaction levies, yard and
weigh dues, cartage, advertising and rebates, and whether paid for, or
incurred, by the agent;

(b)

20.

Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in
writing or orally to the effect that any female has been pregnancy tested
or scanned positive shall mean and require only that a certificate in
writing shall be supplied to the buyer signed by a qualified veterinary
surgeon or certified scanner certifying that the said female has been
tested or scanned on the date specified in the certificate and that in the
opinion of the surgeon or scanner was pregnant on that date.

(d)

For slaughter cattle, the agent undertakes to make every reasonable
effort to ensure that any NLIS cattle device number is transferred from
the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later
than midnight on the day of the sale.

(e)

For other slaughter livestock the agent undertakes to make every
reasonable effort to ensure that the NLIS information is transferred
from the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no
later than midnight on the day of the sale.

(f)

Where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility status derived
from the National Vendor Declaration (NVD) and/or the NLIS/ERP
database, the agent will inform the buyers by presale catalogue and/or
announce the status prior to the offering of those lots.

If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its
representative before full payment of the Price, then until full payment is
received, the buyer:

Livestock means animals auctioned pursuant to these terms and
conditions; and

(a)

does not acquire title to the livestock;

Price means the amount at which the lot has been sold to the buyer
referred to in clause 7 of these terms and conditions

(b)

holds the livestock as bailee only for the vendor;

(c)

must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor;

(i)

plus any Fees and other expenses incurred in relation to the
purchase of livestock that are payable by the buyer; and

(d)

must store the stock separately or so that they are readily
distinguishable from other livestock owned by the buyer;

(ii)

plus any GST added in accordance with clause 12.

(e)

is responsible for the safety and well being of the livestock;

(f)

may make a bona fide sale for market value of any or all of the
livestock. As between the buyer and the subsequent buyer, the sale
shall be made by the buyer in its own name and not as agent for the
vendor, however as between the vendor and buyer, the sale shall be
made as bailee and agent for the vendor; and

These terms and conditions are subject to legislation or regulation in
the State in which the auction is conducted and in the event of any
conflict then the legislation or regulation will prevail. The provisions of
these terms and conditions are in addition to, and do not derogate
from, the duties and rights of vendors, agents and buyers set out in
legislation and regulation in the State in which the auction is
conducted.

(g)

CHAPTER TWO - STANDARD TERMS OF SALE
4.

Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of
the vendor to withdraw any lot without declaring the reserve, the highest
bidder shall be the buyer.

5.

The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right
is notified prior to the commencement of the sale and is subject to State law.

6.

A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in
accordance with clause 8, the auctioneer decides to put the lot up again.

7.

Prior to the fall of the hammer the auctioneer shall announce the last bid and
receive any further bids. The last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of
the hammer shall be the amount at which the lot has been sold.

8.

9.

11.

The successful bidder at a livestock auction sale must give to the auctioneer at
the fall of the hammer:
(a)

the purchaser’s name; or

(b)

the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or

(c)

the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made;
and

(d)

the Property Identification Code (known as the “PIC”) of destination.

12.

The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be
exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added after the fall of
the hammer for those sales subject to GST.

13.

The vendor warrants;

16.

17.

(a)

That the vendor has (or will have) the right to sell the livestock at the
time of delivery; and

(b)

That the purchaser will obtain title on completion of the purchaser’s
obligations under this contract including payment.

If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which
includes the requirements of State law, any livestock knocked down to that
buyer may be re-sold by public auction or private contract in whatever lots and
manner the auctioneer decides. The re-sale may be with or without notice and
shall be at the buyer’s risk. The buyer is responsible for all loss and expense
arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any resulting profit.
The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase price
in immediate funds on receipt of a tax invoice. Payment is required prior to
delivery unless some other time for payment is specified in an agreement
between the buyer and the auctioneer that was made before the fall of the
hammer. If, before delivery, payment has not been made then clauses 20 to 23
apply.

Clause 20 creates a registrable security interest under the Personal
Property Securities Act (Cth) 2009 (PPSA);

(b)

the Purchaser acknowledges the rights of the Seller (and/or the Agent if
Clause 25 applies) to register a financing statement under the PPSA
with respect to the security interest created by this clause;

(c)

the Livestock are collateral for the purposes of the PPSA;

(d)
(e)

departure of the animal from the purchaser’s delivery pen; or

(iii)

(c)

(d)

(e)

in the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or

b.

in the case of post-sale weighing, weighed.

(d)

in the case where a representation has been made in the pre-sale
catalogue that the livestock have particular characteristics or are fit for
a particular purpose or market, and such representations are based on
information in any document, the livestock will have those
characteristics or will be fit for the particular purpose or market; and

(e)

all information in any document provided by the vendor is true,
complete and correct in all material respects.

28.

In the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty and provided
th
such breach is notified by the buyer to the agent by 5:00pm on the 7 day after
the fall of the hammer then the buyer is not liable to pay the portion of the Price
of such of the vendor’s livestock to which the breach applies.

29.

However if the breach by the vendor is such that the livestock are not rejected
outright but are instead downgraded then the buyer will pay the value of the
livestock at their next highest and best use.

30.

In the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty then the vendor
will also be liable to the buyer for any further losses which the buyer might
establish but the buyer will take all reasonable steps in co-operation with the
agent and vendor to mitigate both the effect of the breach and the amount of
any loss.

31.

Where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical residue, or foreign
material contamination and provided such test is certified and notified as
required by these vendor warranty terms, then:
(a)

the buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the price of all livestock
in that lot only; or

(b)

the vendor has the option, at the vendor’s cost, of collecting the
companion animals, if allowed by law; or of having the livestock
slaughtered in which event the risk of further condemnations will be
that of the vendor. Where product integrity is potentially jeopardised,
the Processor has the right to refuse slaughter and send the livestock
back to the consigning property at the vendor’s cost.

32.

The auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any breach of the vendor’s
warranty arising out of:
(a)

any error, by the auctioneer, of transcription of information from the
NVD completed by the vendor to the pre-sale catalogue or the buyers
post-sale summary;

to the extent permitted, the Purchaser waives any right the Purchaser
has under the PPSA to receive notices; and

(b)

any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, prior to bidding, of any
breach by the vendor of the warranty of the vendor if the buyer
establishes that the agent knew of such breach prior to the sale; and

the date upon which the security interest created by this clause comes
into force is the first date on which livestock are delivered pursuant to
this contract

(c)

any failure by the auctioneer to announce prior to bidding, or disclose
in the pre-sale catalogue, that the vendor has failed to provide a NVD
that is complete in all material aspects.

The buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for actions by the
vendor or its agent under clauses 20 or 21 and indemnifies the vendor and its
agent against any loss, damage, costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims
suffered by the vendor, the agent or any person or entity arising from the
vendor exercising its rights under clauses 20 or 21.

CHAPTER FOUR - OWNERS RISK FOR CONDITION OF CATTLE
33.

This chapter applies only in the case of cattle and their companion animals
sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the cattle
are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are
slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who
subsequently resells cattle to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any person who
pays the AMPC Processor levy.

34.

Owners risk reflects the producer’s responsibility to provide slaughter cattle
for sale that are fit for human consumption. Cattle are fit for human
consumption if they are not condemned as unfit by government. Owners risk
applies if the condemnation is due to a condition in the animal which the buyer
establishes, by the relevant government certificate, existed prior to the fall of
the hammer.
A buyer with the benefit of owners risk protection is not liable to pay the Price
of that animal to the vendor. The buyer remains nevertheless liable for all costs
incurred after the fall of the hammer in transport, slaughter, testing and
disposal of the animal.

36.

Owners risk protection is available to the buyer of cattle to which this chapter
applies if all of the following are satisfied:

23.5.

23.6.

(a)

when this clause does not apply, as agent of the vendor (including by
reselling the livestock); and

(b)

when this clause applies, on the agent’s own behalf exercising the
rights of the vendor by subrogation or assignment under these terms
and conditions (whether in the vendor’s name or not) and, where title to
the livestock has not passed to the agent, by selling the livestock as
agent of the vendor without the agent having to account to the vendor
for the proceeds of sale.

The agent may at any time, assign, transfer, securitise or otherwise dispose of
all or any of its rights under these terms and conditions and any debts created
pursuant to it (including, without limitation, the rights assigned to it under
clause 23.3).
The vendor hereby irrevocably appoints the agent as the vendor’s attorney to:

a certificate is issued by government which states the relevant NLIS
RFID tag number and PIC, the date of the certificate, the reason for
condemnation and that the reason for condemnation existed prior to
the fall of the hammer;

(b)

the certificate is received by the selling agent either in its original form
or by fax or electronic communication in the form of data, text or
th
imaging by 5:00pm on the 7 day after the fall of the hammer; and

(c)

if the condemnation is due to chemical residue the certificate follows
testing in a government
approved laboratory which establishes
maximum residue limits in excess of the Australian limit.

Owners risk does not apply, and the buyer must pay for the cattle, if the reason
for condemnation is any of bruising, fever, partial condemnation or emaciation.

do at any time and in any manner as the agent thinks fit all acts
necessary or desirable to perfect or improve the rights and interests
afforded, or intended to be afforded, to the agent under these terms and
conditions; and

CHAPTER FIVE - NOTICES REQUIRED BY LEGISLATION

(b)

appoint one or more sub-attorneys to do anything that the agent may
do as the vendor’s attorney.

Penalties for collusive practices. It is an offence against the Property, Stock and
Business Agents Act 2002 for a person to do any of the following as a result of a
collusive practice, or to induce or attempt to induce another person by a collusive
practice to do any of the following:

These terms and conditions do not render the agent liable to the buyer as
vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off against the agent any right the buyer may
have against the vendor or otherwise.
The buyer acknowledges that the provisions of this clause 23 are intended
solely for the benefit of the agent (and its assigns) and the vendor. The
liabilities and obligations of the buyer will not be in any way affected:
(a)

by this clause 23, other than as it expressly provides; or

(b)

by the failure of the agent or the vendor or either of them to comply
with the terms of this clause 23.

The buyer must pay all amounts payable to the vendor or the agent under
these terms and conditions without any deduction, withholding, set off or
counterclaim whatsoever, whether the benefit of a deduction, withholding, set
off or counterclaim is alleged to exist in favour of the buyer as against the
vendor or the agent in any capacity whatsoever or any other person including
any assignor of the vendor’s or the buyer’s interests under these terms and
conditions.

24.

(a)

The agent agrees that he is liable to pay to the vendor the Price, less
such commission as is agreed between the vendor and the agent, and
in the absence of any agreement such amount as is reasonable, and
less the Fees that are payable by the vendor that were incurred by the
agent on behalf of the vendor in relation to the sale of the livestock.

(b)

In the event that the buyer pays the Price or part of it direct to the
vendor then the agent has no liability to the vendor for the amount of
such payment. Further, if the agent pays the vendor any amount which
the buyer also pays direct to the vendor in respect of the same
livestock, then the vendor must repay the agent that amount and the
agent may debit that amount to an account held in the name of the
vendor by the agent.

If the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for rejection then the
sale of that animal is cancelled and the animal is returned to the vendor
or sold on such terms as any buyer and the agent may agree, after the
agent has disclosed the reason for rejection to that buyer.
(c)

25.

37.

(a)

(a)

23.9.

During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any animal which is
lame, blind or diseased where that condition existed prior to the fall of
the hammer but could not be reasonably observed when the animal was
in the selling pen.

This subclause applies only to cattle which are sold in Queensland at
auction for slaughter. The agent has responsibility for the prevention
of loss or escape (but not death, sickness or injury) of those cattle from
the time of the fall of the hammer, for delivery to and from the scales, to
the buyer’s delivery pen and onto the buyer’s nominated transport.
This responsibility ends at the earlier of those cattle boarding the
buyer’s nominated transport or sunset on the day after the sale. This

carry an NLIS device in accordance with State law;

35.

one hour after the last animal is:
a.

are of merchantable quality;

(c)

The vendor acknowledges that the agent may take enforcement, repossession
or other action to recover any livestock for which the buyer has not paid in full,
or the Price of such livestock, owing by the buyer under these terms and
conditions:

All livestock other than cattle sold on a liveweight basis are at the risk
and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.

(ii)

pass government and other regulatory authority requirements and
inspections at the time of slaughter;.

(b)

23.4.

23.8.

delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;

(a)

When this clause applies, in addition to any rights of the agent that arise by
operation of the law, the parties agree that, subject to clause 23.5 the agent is
subrogated to all rights of the vendor under these terms and conditions
against the buyer.

Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed post-sale are at the
risk and expense of the buyer immediately after weighing.

(i)

The warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their companion animals offered
for sale at auction:

23.3.

Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed pre-sale are at the risk
and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.

Subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall of the hammer.

27.

The vendor hereby gives notice to the buyer of the assignments referred to in
clause 23.3.

(b)

The time for rejection is the time commencing at the fall of the hammer
and ending at the first of:

This chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their companion animals
sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the
livestock are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which
they are slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who
subsequently resells the livestock to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any
person who pays the AMPC Processor levy.

23.2.

(a)

(b)

26.

Clause 23 applies whenever the agent pays the vendor before being paid by
the buyer, which the agent is not bound to do. The agent is then the del credere
agent of the vendor at law.

23.7.

(a)

CHAPTER THREE – VENDOR WARRANTY FOR CORRECT
PRESENTATION AND DECLARATION

must keep and account for the proceeds of any subsequent sale
separately from its other money and hold those proceeds, together with
the benefits of any rights against subsequent buyers, on trust for the
vendor.

(a)

The vendor, the agent and the buyer agree to comply with their several
duties under the Australian Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines
for the Land Transport of Livestock and further to consign, manage,
receive, transport and handle livestock in accordance with any other or
additional requirements of animal welfare legislation specific to the
jurisdiction in which livestock are consigned, managed, received,
transported and handled in the course of the auction process.

23.1.

No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person
has made arrangements satisfactory to the auctioneer for payment for
livestock purchased. If bids in breach of this condition are inadvertently
accepted, delivery shall not be given until the purchase money is paid and any
law, rule or practice to the contrary is accordingly negatived as far as possible.

(c)
18.

22.

(b)

The purchaser agrees that:

The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s opinion,
is not in the best interest of the vendor and need not give reasons for doing so.
A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder
has given to the auctioneer a copy of written authority to bid for or on behalf of
another person.

15.

21.

In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the
successful bidder or the auctioneer may decide to put the lot up again. The
auctioneer’s decision is final.

10.

14.

Any claim or objection arising out of an error or misdescription in the
provision of relevant information in terms of legislation or regulation
concerning the National Livestock Identification Scheme (NLIS) must be
made by 5:00pm on the seventh day after the fall of the hammer. No
objection, requisition or claim against the vendor or agent in respect of
such error or misdescription can be made after that time.

(c)

Large fines and other sanctions may be imposed for unlawful conduct.
2.

engagement between the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to
the provision of advice by the auctioneer to the vendor in relation to the
safety or otherwise of the sale ring, the saleyards and the surrounding
environments.

Subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all conditions and
warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby excluded from the
sale to the extent that the law allows. All lots are open for inspection
prior to the commencement of the sale and are sold with all faults, if
any. No compensation shall be given for any faults, imperfections,
errors of description, number in or of any lots sold or otherwise.

(a)

Regardless of whether or not a sale has occurred the agent may, but is
not under obligation so to do, instead of deducting payments owed to it
by the vendor, debit the amount of the commission and fees to an
account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

NSW Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 Warnings

(i)

to abstain from bidding; or

(ii)

to bid to a limited extent only; or

(iii)

to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition.

Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive practices.
The auctioneer has the right to make one bid on behalf of the vendor if the auctioneer
clearly and precisely announces that fact prior to the sale.
Tasmania Legislation. An auctioneer conducting a public auction must not appear to
acknowledge the making of a bid if no bid was made. A person must not participate in
collusive practices by way of making or receiving an unlawful promise to abstain from
bidding, not to bid except to a limited extent or do any other thing which may prevent
free and open competition.
WA Auction Sales Act 1973 s31 NOTICE.
It is an offence to:
(i)
induce or attempt to induce another person to abstain from bidding by means
of a promise, expressed or implied, that the other person will have the right to
elect to take over as buyer or to toss or draw lots to establish who is to
become the owner;
(ii)

abstain or agree to abstain from bidding as a result of such a promise;

(iii)

knowingly enter or permit or cause to be entered in the auctioneer’s record any
name other than that of the actual successful bidder;

(iv)

enter in the auctioneer’s record the name of the buyer other than that of the
actual successful bidder; or

(v)

in the case of successful bidder supply wrong information as to the name of
the buyer to the auctioneer or to any person, firm or corporation on whose
behalf the sale is conducted.

The vendor, or any person on behalf of the vendor, or the auctioneer have the right to
make no more than three bids.

The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the
purpose of selling the livestock comprised in the lots. The terms of
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